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Overview
The management of Puzzl has implemented the information security policies outlined in this docu-ment. Puzzl’s management team deems these policies essential to ensure con�dential informationis protected.
These policies set the direction, provide guidance, and demonstrate senior management supportfor the information security-related procedures across the organization.
Violation of policies within this manual may lead to in disciplinary action, which including suspensionor employment termination. Where illegal activities or theft of company property (physical orintellectual) are suspected, the company may, at their discretion, report such activities to theapplicable authorities.
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Puzzl Acceptable Use Policy
Our customers trust us, and they expect us to protect the data and resources they’ve shared withus. Part of how we’ll uphold that trust is through pre-established policies so we don’t need tomake key decisions in critical moments.
Below, we explain the sections of our acceptable use policy: what each protects against, why acustomer may care, and why we think each is important. We don’t mean for the Acceptable UsePolicy to intimidate, but we do aim for it to be clear.

General Use and Ownership
This section explains policy around separating work activities from personal activities as much aspossible. Understand that the systems you use for work, including a company-provided laptop,have a much lower expectation of privacy than systems you own. You may use your company devicesfor reasonable personal use, but those devices are not yours because:
• If the company is sued, all its devices are subject to discovery, which means opposing counselwill have access to your data.
• When we troubleshoot our systems, company administrators may have access to your data.
• We may terminate an employee, which may include giving another employee access to theterminated employees’ devices and accounts.
• If we are breached, outside investigators will likely inspect all use of an account and/or device,no matter its purpose.

Please limit personal use of company-provided devices as much as possible and remember thatcorporate devices are not your personal property. Our policies are strict so that we do not have tomake judgment calls on a case-by-case basis in high-stress situations.

Security and Proprietary Information
This section describes behaviors the company expects of you, including password hygiene and theuse of multi-factor authentication.

Acceptable Use
The �rst part of this section details the consequences for malicious, negligent, and/or delinquentbehavior. Neither intentionally harm others nor break laws.
The section’s second part emphasizes that your employment by the company does not makeyou one of the company’s public representatives. Instead, public communication and brand arecontrolled centrally at the company. While email and social media are mentioned speci�cally,please be conservative overall in how you represent yourself as an employee.
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Policy Compliance
This section details the information security team’s role in measuring, enforcing, and makingexceptions to the policy and the potential consequences, including termination, for policy violations.

Acceptable Use Policy
1. Overview
Puzzl’s intentions for publishing an Acceptable Use Policy are not to impose restrictions thatare contrary to Puzzl’s established culture of openness, trust and integrity. Instead, the team iscommitted to protecting Puzzl’s employees, partners and the company from illegal or damagingactions by individuals, either knowingly or unknowingly.
Internet/Intranet/Extranet-related systems, including but not limited to computer equipment,software, operating systems, storage media, network accounts providing electronic mail, WWWbrowsing, and FTP, are the property of Puzzl. These systems are to be used for business purposesin serving the interests of the company, and of our clients and customers in the course of normaloperations.
E�ective security is an organizational e�ort involving the participation and support of everyemployee and a�liate who deals with Puzzl information and/or information systems. It is theresponsibility of every computer user to know these guidelines, and to conduct their activitiesaccordingly.

2. Purpose
The purpose of this policy is to outline the acceptable use of computer equipment at Puzzl. Theserules are in place to protect the employee and Puzzl. Inappropriate use exposes Puzzl to risksincluding virus attacks, compromise of network systems and services, and legal issues.

3. Scope
This policy applies to the use of information, electronic and computing devices, and networkresources to conduct business or interact with internal networks and business systems, whetherowned or leased by Puzzl, the employee, or a third party. All employees, contractors, consultants,temporary, and other workers and its subsidiaries are responsible for exercising good judgmentregarding appropriate use of information, electronic devices, and network resources in accordancewith policies and standards, and local laws and regulation. Exceptions to this policy are documentedin section 5.2
This policy applies to employees, contractors, consultants, temporaries, and other workers atPuzzl, including Puzzl-a�liated personnel employed with third parties. This policy applies to allequipment that is owned or leased by Puzzl.
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4. Policy
4.1 General Use and Ownership
4.1.1 Proprietary information stored on electronic and computing devices whether owned or leasedby Puzzl, the employee or a third party, remains the sole property of Puzzl. You must ensurethrough legal or technical means that proprietary information is protected in accordance with theData Protection Policy.
4.1.2 You have a responsibility to promptly report the theft, loss or unauthorized disclosure ofproprietary information.
4.1.3 You may access, use or share proprietary information only to the extent it is authorized andnecessary to ful�ll your assigned job duties.
4.1.4 Employees are responsible for exercising good judgment regarding the reasonableness ofpersonal use. In the absence of such policies, employees should be guided by departmental policieson personal use, and if there is any uncertainty, employees should consult their supervisor ormanager.
4.1.5 For security and network maintenance purposes, authorized individuals within Puzzl maymonitor equipment, systems and network tra�c at any time, per the company’s auditing practices,details of which are documented in relevant technology and security-related policies.
4.1.6 Puzzl reserves the right to audit networks and systems on a periodic basis to ensure compliancewith this policy.

4.2 Security and Proprietary Information
4.2.1 All mobile and computing devices that connect to the internal network must comply withthe Asset Management Policies.
4.2.2 Providing access to another individual, either deliberately or through failure to secure access,is prohibited.
4.2.3 Postings by employees from a email address to newsgroups should contain a disclaimerstating that the opinions expressed are strictly their own and not necessarily those of Puzzl, unlessposting is in the course of business duties.
4.2.4 Employees must use extreme caution when opening e-mail attachments received fromunknown senders, which may contain malware.
4.2.5 Employees must use multi-factor authentication to authenticate to corporate accountswhenever available.
4.2.6 Employees must use a password manager to avoid insecure or shared passwords with accounts.
4.2.7 Employees must encrypt their devices if asked, and must not interfere or otherwise reducethe level of encryption on their devices.
4.2.8 Employees must install OS updates onto their devices if asked or prompted. Employeesshould also be proactive about applying OS updates to their devices.
4.2.9 Employees must use antivirus software to protect the integrity and con�dentiality of theirlaptops if asked, and must not interfere or otherwise prohibit antivirus activities on their devices.
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4.3 Unacceptable Use
The following activities are, in general, prohibited. Employees may be exempted from theserestrictions during the course of their legitimate job responsibilities (e.g., systems administrationsta� may have a need to disable the network access of a host if that host is disrupting productionservices).
Under no circumstances is an employee authorized to engage in any activity that is illegal underlocal, state, federal or international law while utilizing Puzzl-owned resources.
The lists below are by no means exhaustive, but attempt to provide a framework for activitieswhich fall into the category of unacceptable use.
4.3.1 System and Network Activities: the following activities are strictly prohibited, with noexceptions:
1. Violations of the rights of any person or company protected by copyright, trade secret, patentor other intellectual property, or similar laws or regulations, including, but not limited to, theinstallation or distribution of “pirated” or other software products that are not appropriatelylicensed for use by the company.
2. Unauthorized copying of copyrighted material including, but not limited to, digitization anddistribution of photographs from magazines, books or other copyrighted sources, copyrightedmusic, and the installation of any copyrighted software for which the end user does not havean active license is strictly prohibited.
3. Exporting software, technical information, encryption software or technology, in violation ofinternational or regional export control laws, is illegal. The appropriate management shouldbe consulted prior to export of any material that is in question.
4. Introduction of malicious programs into the network or server (e.g., viruses, worms, Trojanhorses, e-mail bombs, etc.).
5. Revealing your account password to others or allowing use of your account by others. Thisincludes family and other household members when work is being done at home.
6. Using a computing asset to actively engage in procuring or transmitting material that is inviolation of sexual harassment or hostile workplace laws in the user’s local jurisdiction.
7. Making fraudulent o�ers of products, items, or services originating from any account.
8. Making statements about warranty, expressly or implied, unless it is a part of normal jobduties.
9. E�ecting security breaches or disruptions of network communication. Security breachesinclude, but are not limited to, accessing data of which the employee is not an intendedrecipient or logging into a server or account that the employee is not expressly authorized toaccess, unless these duties are within the scope of regular duties. For purposes of this section,“disruption” includes, but is not limited to, network sni�ng, ping �oods, packet spoo�ng,denial of service, and forged routing information for malicious purposes. Puzzl Security teammembers providing pre-planned penetration testing and vulnerability scans on corporatenetworks, infrastructure and end user devices are exempt from this due to the nature of theirjob duties.
10. Port scanning or security scanning is expressly prohibited unless the Security team is noti�edin advance. Puzzl Security team members providing pre-planned penetration testing and
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vulnerability scans on corporate networks, infrastructure and end user devices are exemptfrom this due to the nature of their job duties.
11. Executing any form of network monitoring which will intercept data not intended for theemployee’s host, unless this activity is a part of the employee’s normal job/duty. PuzzlSecurity team members providing pre-planned penetration testing and vulnerability scanson corporate networks, infrastructure and end user devices are exempt from this due to thenature of their job duties.
12. Circumventing user authentication or security of any host, network or account. Puzzl Securityteammembers providing pre-planned penetration testing and vulnerability scans on corporatenetworks, infrastructure and end user devices are exempt from this due to the nature of theirjob duties.
13. Introducing honeypots, honeynets, or similar technology on the network.
14. Interfering with or denying service to any user other than the employee’s host (for example,distributed denial of service (DDoS) attack).
15. Using any program/script/command, or sending messages of any kind, with the intent tointerfere with, or disable, a user’s terminal session, via any means, locally or via the Inter-net/Intranet/Extranet.
16. Providing information about, or lists of, employees to parties outside Puzzl.
4.3.2 Email and Communication Activities: When using company resources to access and use theInternet, users must realize they represent the company. Whenever employees state an a�liationto the company, they must also clearly indicate that “the opinions expressed are my own and notnecessarily those of the company.” Questions may be addressed to Puzzl management.
1. Sending unsolicited email messages, including the sending of “junk mail” or other advertisingmaterial to individuals who did not speci�cally request such material (email spam).
2. Any form of harassment via email, telephone or paging, whether through language, frequency,or size of messages.
3. Unauthorized use, or forging, of email header information.
4. Solicitation of email for any other email address, other than that of the poster’s account, withthe intent to harass or to collect replies.
5. Creating or forwarding “chain letters”, “Ponzi” or other “pyramid” schemes of any type.
6. Posting the same or similar non-business-related messages to large numbers of newsgroupsor mailing lists (newsgroup spam).
7. Use of unsolicited email originating from within Puzzl’s networks of other Inter-net/Intranet/Extranet service providers on behalf of, or to advertise, any service hosted by orconnected via Puzzl’s network.

4.3.3 Blogging and Social Media
1. Blogging by employees, whether using Puzzl’s property and systems or personal computersystems, is also subject to the terms and restrictions set forth in this Policy. Limited andoccasional use of Puzzl’s systems to engage in blogging is acceptable, provided that it is donein a professional and responsible manner, does not otherwise violate Puzzl’s policy, is notdetrimental to Puzzl’s best interests, and does not interfere with an employee’s regular workduties. Blogging from Puzzl’s systems is also subject to monitoring.
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2. Employees are prohibited from revealing any con�dential or proprietary information, tradesecrets or any other material covered by Puzzl’s Data Protection policy when engaged inblogging.
3. Employees shall not engage in any blogging that may harm or tarnish the image, reputationand/or goodwill of Puzzl and/or any of its employees. Employees are also prohibited frommaking any discriminatory, disparaging, defamatory or harassing comments when bloggingor otherwise engaging in any conduct prohibited by Puzzl’s Code of Conduct.
4. Employees may also not attribute personal statements, opinions or beliefs to Puzzl whenengaged in blogging. If an employee is expressing his or her beliefs and/or opinions inblogs, the employee may not, expressly or implicitly, represent themselves as an employee orrepresentative of Puzzl. Employees assume any and all risk associated with blogging.
5. Apart from following all laws pertaining to the handling and disclosure of copyrighted orexport controlled materials, Puzzl’s trademarks, logos and any other intellectual property mayalso not be used in connection with any blogging activity.

5. Policy Compliance
5.1 Compliance Measurement
The CEO will verify compliance to this policy through various methods, including but not limitedto, business tool reports, internal and external audits, and feedback to the policy owner.

5.2 Exceptions
Any exception to the policy must be approved by the CEO in advance, and if applicable, documentedin the Puzzl Risk Register.

5.3 Non-Compliance
An employee found to have violated this policy may be subject to disciplinary action, up to andincluding termination of employment.

6. Related Standards, Policies and Processes
• Asset Management Policy - Endpoints
• Data Protection Policy
• Information Security Policy
• Password Policy
• Responsible Disclosure Policy
• System Access Policy
• Code of Conduct
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7. De�nitions and Terms
The following de�nition and terms can be found in the SANS Glossary located at https://www.sans.org/security-resources/glossary-of-terms/
• Blogging
• Honeypot
• Honeynet
• Proprietary Information
• Spam

Last updated: 3/20/2020
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Puzzl Asset Management Policy: Endpoints
Introduction
This Asset Management Policy is designed to protect customers’ data stored on endpoints, includinglaptops and mobile devices. It details how Puzzl accounts for endpoint information technologyassets (e.g. employee computers) and outlines what should be done if assets are lost, destroyed, orotherwise damaged.

Asset Standards
The CEO must review and approve any new type of asset (e.g. a new computer model) that will beused for Puzzl’s operations.
Currently, approved device manufacturer(s) include Apple, Windows, HP, Android. Devices shouldbe con�gured such that there’s reasonable con�dence they will last 36 months.

Con�guration Standards
When Puzzl purchases the same hardware asset repeatedly, the team should design and implementconsistent, secure con�guration standards to ensure assets are con�gured securely and identically.The standards should be based on the team and role of the Puzzl employee who will be using theasset.
All devices provided by the company should have included in the baseline con�guration:
• Password management software
• Hard disk encryption (e.g. FileVault) enabled
• Password-protected screensaver that activates automatically after �ve minutes or less.
• Personal �rewall (e.g. OS X’s application �rewall) enabled
• Antivirus software

Variations to the Con�guration Standard
Deviations from the standard con�guration should be documented and approved by the PuzzlSecurity team. The Security team should only approve deviations for which there’s a valid businessneed. Deviations will be documented in the company’s inventory list.

Support of Non-Standard Assets
“Non-standard assets” are those that don’t conform to Puzzl’s asset and/or con�guration standards.Puzzl will try to provide support such that these non-standard assets do not increase the company’srisk pro�le. If the team cannot provide support, employees will be prohibited from using the
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non-standard asset. It is the employee’s responsibility to ensure that non-standard assets aredetected and disconnected from Puzzl systems and infrastructure.

Bring Your Own Device (BYOD) Policy
Puzzl provides employees with devices that conform to this policy. However, Puzzl employees may,from time to time, access company information using their own devices, including mobile devices.All employee-owned devices must conform to Puzzl security policies if they’re used to access Puzzldata, systems, and/or IT infrastructure.

Asset Procurement Guidelines
Any request for Asset Procurement must be reviewed for compliance with Puzzl’s Asset Standardsby the Puzzl Security team. Once the request passes review, the Puzzl Security team is responsiblefor placing orders to procure the requested assets.

Software Licensing Guidelines
Puzzl’s Vendor Management Policy details the policies for third-party software and services.

Technical Support and Maintenance Practices
The Puzzl CEO is responsible for technical support. The CEO handles device maintenance. Supportand maintenance requests should conform with all of Puzzl’s security policies.
Company maintenance policies are:
• If a device breaks in the �rst 36 months, the employee will be given a loaner device while theoriginal is repaired
• If an employee leaves the company, his/her device(s) will be wiped and reissued if purchasedin the past 18 months; older devices will be added to the loaner pool
• Computers may be replaced when they are 36 months old
• The CEO should handle device exceptions that do not meet these policies

Con�guration Management Guidelines
Security team are responsible for installing critical �rmware and software updates on the assetsthey use exclusively. The Security team is responsible for installing �rmware and software updateson communal assets (e.g. desktops and/or large monitors).
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Asset Inventory Practices
The Puzzl Security team is tasked with maintaining a list of all company-owned assets.
Employees must immediately report lost, stolen, or damaged devices to the Puzzl Security team,which will then remotely lock down the missing asset as soon as possible.

Asset Disposal Guidelines
Whenever possible, Puzzl refurbishes and reissues assets. If an asset will not be reused internally,the Puzzl Security team must reformat the hard drive to delete customer data and invalidate accesscredentials before disposing of it.

Disciplinary Action
Employees who violate this policy may face disciplinary consequences in proportion to their violation.Puzzl management will determine how serious an employee’s o�ense is and take the appropriateaction.

Other Information
Employees must only perform company-related work on devices registered with the Company’ssecurity team.

Responsibility
The CEO is responsible for ensuring this policy is followed.
Last updated: 3/20/2020
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Puzzl Backup Policy
Puzzl’s Backup Policy describes how often service and customer data is backed up. All original(non-derived) customer data on infrastructure operated by Puzzl should be backed up.

Timing
Puzzl con�gures full, daily database backups for all data stored in AWS. If a database instance isdeleted, all associated backups are also automatically deleted.
Backups are periodically tested by the Puzzl engineering team.

Endpoint Backups
Puzzl does not maintain backups of employee endpoints (laptops or computers). Key tools,documents, and work products are expected to be stored on cloud services and shared �le drives,so creating and maintaining backups of employee endpoints is not necessary.

Responsibility
The CTO is responsible for ensuring this policy is followed.
Last updated: 3/26/2020
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Puzzl Business Continuity Policy
The following consists of a general Business Continuity Policy that represents governance ofcontingency plans for certain business-impacting outages and vendor disruption of service.

Business Continuity Policies
• Puzzl performs testing of this Business Continuity Plan on a quarterly basis. The CEO isresponsible for coordinating and conducting a quarterly rehearsal of this Business ContinuityPlan.
• Whenever the BCP is enacted, it must be followed up with a retrospective in order to identifylessons learned and playbooks needing creation.
• Business Impact Assessments (BIA’s) need to be conducted upon onboarding new, business-critical vendors. Please see the Vendor Management policy for more information and instruc-tions.

Puzzl Business Continuity Plan
The following consists of a general Business Continuity Plan for Puzzl that represent vendorand service outages that could a�ect Puzzl business operations, including contingency plans andworkarounds. More detailed playbooks are available in Disaster Recovery Plan for infrastructuredisasters.
This plan identi�es key resources and needs to ensure that business may continue, perhaps in alimited capacity, in the event of a disaster.
The plan includes information such as key suppliers, contingency plans and alternative businesslocation.

Alternate Business Location
If Puzzl’s primary work site is unavailable, an alternate work site shall be used by designatedpersonnel. Puzzl’s alternate work site is located at:
WeWork, 535 Mission Street 14th Floor
Personnel required to work at this alternate location are Operating Team.

Key Vendors - Contacts and Contingency Plans
Communications, Collaboration & SSO - Gsuite
Gsuite is the primary way employees at Puzzl communicate to customers over email and takecustomer conference calls via Google Hangout. Further, Gsuite acts as a Single Sign On (SSO)provider for a number of Puzzl business applications.
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If an outage is suspected, visit the Google Suite Status dashboard located here. If no known issue ispresent that would a�ect Puzzl, submit a support ticket to Google through their support page.
If Google SSO experiences an outage during a critical update or event for Puzzl:
Microsoft Azure
If Google email experiences an outage, and a resolution is not expected within 12 hours, MX recordsmay be moved over to an alternative email provider, HostGator.

Communications - Slack
Slack is the primary way employees at Puzzl communicate in real time. Puzzl’s Slack instance ishosted by Slack.
If an outage is suspected, visit the Slack status page at https://status.slack.com/ to see if there isa known issue. If no known issue is present on the status page, submit a support ticket to Slackthrough their support page.
Since Puzzl also uses the Gsuite services, which has a communication feature called “Hangouts” forchat and video, Puzzl can switch to Google Hangouts in the case of a prolonged outage at Slack.

Customer Support - Intercom
Customer Support functions for Puzzl are supported via the third-party tool, Intercom.
If an outage is suspected, visit the Intercom status page at https://www.intercomstatus.com/ to seeif there is a known issue. If no issue is found, submit a support ticket to Intercom through theirsupport page.

Customer Billing - Stripe
Puzzl subscriptions and invoices are handled by Stripe .
If an outage is suspected, visit https://status.stripe.com/ to see if there is a known issue. If no issueis found, submit a support request to support@stripe.com.
In the unlikely event of an incident with the payment processor that lasts multiple days, Intuit Inc..

Responsibility
The CEO is responsible for ensuring this policy is followed.

Other Information
Updated details on the Company’s contingency plans can be found in the internal Company’sinternal documents on Notion. Emergency plans will be communicated over Slack.
Last updated: 3/20/2020
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Puzzl Code of Conduct
Purpose
The primary goal of Puzzl’s Code of Conduct is to foster inclusive, collaborative and safe workingconditions for all Puzzl sta�. As such, Puzzl are committed to providing a friendly, safe andwelcoming environment for all sta�, regardless of gender, sexual orientation, ability, ethnicity,socioeconomic status, and religion (or lack thereof).
This code of conduct outlines our expectations for all Puzzl sta�, as well as the consequences forunacceptable behavior.

Scope
Puzzl Code of Conduct applies to all Puzzl sta�. This includes full-time, part-time and contractorsta� employed at every seniority level. The Code of Conduct is to be upheld during all professionalfunctions and events, including but not limited to business hours at the Puzzl o�ce, during Puzzl-related extracurricular activities and events, while attending conferences and other professionalevents on behalf of Puzzl, and while working remotely and communicating on Puzzl resources withother sta�.
We expect all Puzzl sta� to abide by this Code of Conduct in all business matters – online andin-person – as well as in all one-on-one communications with customers and sta� pertaining toPuzzl business.
This Code of Conduct also applies to unacceptable behavior occurring outside the scope of businessactivities when such behavior has the potential to adversely a�ect the safety and well-being ofPuzzl sta� and clients.

Puzzl Culture & Citizenship
A supplemental goal of this Code of Conduct is to increase open citizenship by encouragingparticipants to recognize the relationships between our actions and their e�ects within Puzzlculture.
Be welcoming. We strive to be a company that welcomes and supports people of all backgroundsand identities. This includes, but is not limited to members of any race, ethnicity, culture, nationalorigin, color, immigration status, social and economic class, educational level, sexual orientation,gender identity and expression, age, size, family status, political belief, religion, and mental andphysical ability.
Be considerate. Your work at Puzzl will be used by other people, and you in turn will depend onthe work of others. Any decision you take will a�ect users and colleagues, and you should takethose consequences into account when making decisions.
Be respectful. Not all of us will agree all the time, but disagreement is no excuse for poor behaviorand poor manners. We might all experience some frustration now and then, but we cannot allowthat frustration to turn into a personal attack. It’s important to remember that a company wherepeople feel uncomfortable or threatened is neither productive or pleasant. Puzzl sta� should
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always be respectful when dealing with other personnel as well as with people outside of Puzzlemployment.

Acceptable and Expected Behavior
The following behaviors are expected and requested of all Puzzl sta�:
• Participate in an authentic and active way. In doing so, you contribute to the health andlongevity of Puzzl.
• Exercise consideration and respect in your speech and actions at all times.
• Attempt collaboration before con�ict.
• Refrain from demeaning, discriminatory, or harassing behavior and speech.
• Be mindful of your surroundings and of your fellow participants. Alert Puzzl leaders if younotice a dangerous situation, someone in distress, or violations of this Code of Conduct, evenif they seem inconsequential.
• Remember that Puzzl events may be shared with members of the public and Puzzl customers;please be respectful to all patrons of these locations at all times.

Unacceptable Behavior
The following behaviors are considered harassment and are unacceptable within our community:
• Violence, threats of violence or violent language directed against another person.
• Sexist, racist, homophobic, transphobic, ableist or otherwise discriminatory jokes and language.
• Posting or displaying sexually explicit or violent material.
• Posting or threatening to post other people’s personally identifying information (“doxing”).
• Personal insults, particularly those related to gender, sexual orientation, race, religion, ordisability.
• Inappropriate photography or recording.
• Inappropriate physical contact. You should have someone’s consent before touching them inany manner.
• Unwelcome sexual attention. This includes sexualized comments or jokes; inappropriatetouching, groping, and unwelcome sexual advances.
• Deliberate intimidation, stalking or following (online or in person).
• Advocating for, or encouraging, any of the above behavior.
• Repeated harassment of others. In general, if someone asks you to stop, then stop.
• Other conduct which could reasonably be considered inappropriate in a professional setting.
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Weapons Policy
No weapons will be allowed at Puzzl events, o�ce locations, or in other spaces covered by thescope of this Code of Conduct. Weapons include but are not limited to guns, explosives (including�reworks), and large knives such as those used for hunting or display, as well as any other itemused for the purpose of causing injury or harm to others.
Anyone seen in possession of one of these items will be asked to leave immediately and will besubject to punitive action up to and including termination and involvement of law enforcementauthorities. Puzzl sta� are further expected to comply with all state and local laws on this matter.

Consequences of Unacceptable Behavior
Unacceptable behavior from any Puzzl sta�, including those with decision-making authority, willnot be tolerated.
Anyone asked to stop unacceptable behavior is expected to comply immediately.
If a sta� member engages in unacceptable behavior, Puzzl leadership may take any action deemedappropriate, up to and including suspension or termination.

Reporting Violations
If you are subject to or witness unacceptable behavior, or have any other concerns, please notify anappropriate member of Puzzl leadership as soon as possible.
It is a violation of this policy to retaliate against any person making a complaint of UnacceptableBehavior or against any person participating in the investigation of (including testifying as a witnessto) any such allegation. Any retaliation or intimidation may be subject to punitive action up to andincluding termination.

Responsibility
It is the CEO’s responsibility to ensure this policy is followed.

Credits
Policy created from the following Open Source Codes of Conduct text and guidance:
Django Code of ConductContributor CovenantCitizen Code of Conduct
Open Source Code of Conduct
Last updated: 3/20/2020
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Puzzl Encryption & Key Management Policy
This policy provides guidance to limit encryption to those algorithms that have received substantialpublic review and have been proven to work e�ectively.
Additionally, this policy document provides Puzzl encryption standards and best practices to ensurethat Puzzl consistently follows industry standards for Encryption and Key Management.
This policy and standard applies to all Puzzl employees, contractors, and third party vendors whensensitive data, such as customer data, Puzzl secrets and PII, are in scope.

Data Encryption Policy
• All sensitive data in transit and at rest must be encrypted using strong, industry-recognizedalgorithms.
• Puzzl maintains approved encryption algorithm standards. These internal standards arereviewed and subject to change when signi�cant changes to encryption standards within thesecurity industry change.
• Puzzl will not engage in “roll-your-own” encryption, algorithms, or practices and will not use“security through obscurity” within production infrastructure or applications.
• All Puzzl-owned, employee-utilized computers are to have full disk encryption enabled at alltimes, as these devices are expected to interact with Puzzl resources, infrastructure and/orclient data while performing Puzzl business.

AWS Data Encryption
Puzzl uses AWS resources to store and encrypt sensitive data. To keep data encrypted at rest, Puzzlensures that all new and existing resources use Amazon server-side encryption. By default, AWSencryption uses AWS-owned or AWS-managed keys stored in KMS or S3. Speci�c services canalso be con�gured to use customer-managed encryption keys using KMS or customer-suppliedencryption keys.
Amazon server-side encryption uses one of the strongest block ciphers available, 256-bit AdvancedEncryption Standard (AES-256), to encrypt Puzzl data.
Puzzl engineers are required to ensure that Amazon resources are correctly con�gured to use AWSserver-side encryption in a secure manner following Amazon recommendations.

Data in Transit
• The minimum acceptable TLS standard in use by the company is TLS v1.2.
• All Puzzl public web properties, applicable infrastructure components and applications usingSSL/TLS, IPSEC and SSH to facilitate the encryption of data in transit over open, public networks,must have certi�cates signed by a known, trusted provider.
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Puzzl Encryption Standards
The CTO is responsible for reviewing all encryption algorithms in use. The use of the AdvancedEncryption Standard (AES) is strongly recommended for symmetric encryption.
Ciphers in use must meet or exceed the set de�ned as “AES-compatible” or “partially AES-compatible” according to the IETF/IRTF Cipher Catalog, or the set de�ned for use in the United StatesNational Institute of Standards and Technology (NIST) publication FIPS 140-2 , or any supersedingdocuments according to the date of implementation.
Algorithms in use must meet the standards de�ned for use in NIST publication FIPS 140-2 or anysuperseding document, according to date of implementation. The use of the RSA and Elliptic CurveCryptography (ECC) algorithms is strongly recommended for asymmetric encryption.

Puzzl Encryption Key Creation & Storage Standards
Encryption Keys generated, stored, and managed by Puzzl
• Cryptographic keys must be generated and stored in a secure manner that prevents loss, theft,or compromise.
• Key generation must be seeded from an industry standard random number generator (RNG).For examples, see NIST Annex C: Approved Random Number Generators for FIPS PUB 140-2.

Auditing
The CTO will verify compliance to this policy through various methods, including but not limitedto code reviews, periodic infrastructure and database reviews, Vanta platform monitoring, andinternal and external audits. Feedback will be provided to the appropriate Puzzl team(s) uponcompletion of audits and reviews if remediation is required.

Exceptions
Any exception to the policy must be approved by the CTO in advance, and placed on a risk registerfor monitoring and periodic review.

Non-Compliance
An employee found to have violated this policy may be subject to disciplinary action, up to andincluding employment termination.
Last updated: 3/26/2020
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Puzzl Data Classi�cation Policy
In order to e�ectively secure Puzzl’s data, sta� must have a shared vocabulary to describe the dataand the corresponding protection it requires. This policy describes how company data is classi�edand the levels of protection required for each classi�cation.

Data Classi�cation Standards
All Puzzl information and all information entrusted to Puzzl from third parties falls into one offour classi�cations, in order of increasing sensitivity.
Category Description Examples
Public Public information is not con�-dential and can be made pub-lic without any implications forPuzzl.

• Press releases• Public website

Internal Access to internal information isapproved by management and isprotected from external access.
• Internal memos• Design documents• Product speci�cations• Correspondences

Customer con�dential Information received from cus-tomers for processing or stor-age by Puzzl. Puzzl must upholdthe highest possible levels of in-tegrity, con�dentiality, and re-stricted availability for this infor-mation.

• Customer operating data• Customer PII• Customers’ customers’ PII• Anything subject to a con�-dentiality agreement with acustomer
Company con�dential Information collected and usedby Puzzl to operate the business.Puzzl must uphold the highestpossible levels of integrity, con-�dentiality, and restricted avail-ability for this information.

• Legal documents• Contractual agreements• Employee PII• Employee salaries

Public
Public data is information that may be disclosed to any person regardless of their a�liation withPuzzl. The “public” classi�cation is not limited to data that is of public interest or intended to bedistributed to the public; the classi�cation applies to any data that does not require any level ofprotection from disclosure.
While it might be necessary to protect original (source) documents from unauthorized modi�cation,public data may be shared with a broad audience both within and outside Puzzl, and no steps need
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be taken to prevent its distribution.

Internal
Internal data is information that is potentially sensitive and should not be shared with the public.Internal data generally should not be disclosed outside of Puzzl without the permission of Puzzlmanagement. It is the responsibility of the data owner to designate information as internal whereappropriate.
Unauthorized access has the potential to in�uence Puzzl’s operational e�ectiveness, cause animportant �nancial loss, provide a signi�cant gain to a competitor, or cause a major drop incustomer con�dence.

Customer Con�dential
Customer-con�dential data is information that, if made available to unauthorized parties, mayadversely a�ect Puzzl customers. This classi�cation also includes data that Puzzl is required tokeep con�dential, either by law or under a con�dentiality agreement with non-customer thirdparties, such as vendors. This information is to be protected against unauthorized disclosureor modi�cation. Customer-con�dential data should be used only when necessary for businesspurposes with the permission of the customer and should be protected both when it is in use andwhen it is being stored, processed, or transmitted.
Unauthorized access has the potential to in�uence Puzzl’s operational e�ectiveness, violate con-tractual con�dentiality agreements, initiate a security incident, or cause a major drop in bothcustomer and industry con�dence.

Company Con�dential
Company-con�dential data is information that, if made available to unauthorized parties, mightadversely a�ect Puzzl. This information is to be protected against unauthorized disclosure ormodi�cation, and might be limited to executives, HR, and legal parties employed by or undercontract with Puzzl. Company-con�dential data should be used only by pre-authorized parties andshould be protected both when it is in use and when it is being stored, processed, or transmitted.
Unauthorized access has the potential to in�uence Puzzl’s operational e�ectiveness, violate con-tractual con�dentiality agreements, initiate a security incident, or cause a major drop in employee,customer, and industry con�dence.

Scope
This data classi�cation standard and policy is to be applied to all Puzzl data, both physical andelectronic. No data item is too small to be classi�ed.
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Policy
• Puzzl managers or information owners shall be responsible for assigning classi�cations toinformation assets according to Puzzl Data Classi�cation Standards.• Whenever possible, clearly label each piece of information with its data classi�cation.• All Puzzl sta� shall be guided by the information category in their handling of all Puzzlinformation.

Non-Compliance
Since classifying data is an important part of protecting data and systems for Puzzl, employeeswho purposely violate this policy are subject to disciplinary action up to and including denial ofaccess, legal penalties, and/or dismissal. Any employee aware of any violation of this policy isrequired to report it to their supervisor or other authorized representative.

Responsibility
The CEO is responsible for communicating and upholding the Data Classi�cation Policy andStandards.
All sta� are responsible for following the Data Classi�cation Policy and Standards.
Last updated: 3/20/2020
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Puzzl Data Deletion Policy
Puzzl’s Data Deletion Policy describes how customer data is deleted in connection with the cancel-lation or termination of a Puzzl account.
This policy applies to all data collected by Puzzl except:
• data that resides in any Puzzl product or service not covered by this policy
• data that resides in third-party services managed and hosted by third parties, with theexception of the company’s infrastructure provider
• data that resides in Puzzl products or services that are in beta, testing, or an early accessprogram

It is Puzzl’s policy to store data inde�nitely.
Puzzl may provide the option for customers to delete data after their subscription ends. Thisrequest must be made by the customer, and Puzzl may require additional ID veri�cation. Puzzlshould hard delete all information from currently-running production systems within one year ofthe deletion request.
Only the following employees can delete customer data in the event that Puzzl is required to do so:
• Pranab Krishnan, CTO

Disciplinary Action
Employees who violate this policy may face disciplinary consequences in proportion to their violation.Puzzl management will determine how serious an employee’s o�ense is and take the appropriateaction.

Responsibility
It is the responsibility of the CTO to manage the list of team members that may handle customerrequests for data deletion.
The CTO is responsible for ensuring this policy is followed.
Last updated: 3/26/2020
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Puzzl Data Protection Policy
Introduction
This policy refers to all data collected from employees, candidates, users, customers, vendors, orother parties that provide information to Puzzl.
Puzzl employees must follow this policy. Contractors, consultants, partners and any other externalentities are also covered. Generally, our policy refers to anyone we collaborate with or who acts onour behalf and may need access to Puzzl data.

Data Protection Policy
As part of our operations, we obtain and process information, some of which can be used to identifyindividuals (personally-identi�able information, or PII).
Our company collects this information in a transparent way and only with the full cooperation andknowledge of interested parties. Once this information is available to us, the following rules apply.
The data will be:
• Accurate and kept up-to-date
• Collected fairly and for lawful purposes only
• Processed by the company within its legal and ethical boundaries
• Protected against any unauthorized or illegal access by internal and external parties

The data will not be:
• Communicated informally
• Stored for more than the amount of time speci�ed in our Terms of Service, Privacy Policy,customer contracts, or other binding agreements
• Downloaded to unapproved devices
• Transferred to organizations, states, or countries that do not have adequate data protectionpolicies
• Distributed to any party other than the ones agreed upon by the data’s owner (exemptinglegitimate requests from law enforcement authorities)

In addition to ways of handling the data, Puzzl has direct obligations towards people to whom thedata belongs. Speci�cally we must:
• Let people know which of their data is collected
• Inform people about how we’ll process their data
• Inform people about who has access to their information
• Have provisions in cases of lost, corrupted, or compromised data
• Allow people to request that we modify, erase, reduce, or correct data contained in ourdatabases within legal guidelines speci�ed by company policies or law-enforcement agencies
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To exercise data protection we’re committed to:
• Restrict and monitor access to sensitive data
• Develop transparent data collection procedures
• Train employees in online privacy and security measures
• Build secure networks to protect online data from cyberattacks
• Establish clear procedures for reporting privacy breaches or data misuse
• Include contract clauses or communicate statements on how we handle data
• Establish data protection practices (document shredding, secure locks, data encryption, fre-quent backups, access authorization etc.)

Further Questions and Responsibility
Any questions regarding the use of or suggested modi�cations to Non-Disclosure Agreementsshould be referred to the CTO.
It is the CTO’s responsibility for ensuring this policy is followed.
Last updated: 3/20/2020
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Puzzl Disaster Recovery Plan
The Puzzl Disaster Recovery Plan (“DRP”) establishes procedures to recover Puzzl operationsfollowing a disruption resulting from a disaster. The types of disasters contemplated by this planinclude natural disasters, political disturbances, man made disasters, external human threats, andinternal malicious activities. This DRP is maintained by the CEO.

Disaster Recovery Policies
• Puzzl performs testing of the Disaster Recovery Plan quarterly. The CEO is responsible forcoordinating and conducting rehearsals of this Disaster Recovery Plan quarterly.
– Whenever the DRP is used, it must be followed by a retrospective and tabletop reenactmentin order to identify lessons learned and playbooks needing creation.

• This policy and plan must be updated at least annually with additional playbooks takinginto account new risks of disasters learned through testing and reenactment of past disasterincidents.

Scope of Disaster Recovery Plan
This policy includes all resources and processes necessary for service and data recovery, and coversall information security aspects of business continuity management.
The following conditions must be met for this plan to be viable:
1. All equipment, software and data (or their backups/failovers) are available in some manner.
2. If an incident takes place at the organization’s physical location, all resources involved inrecovery e�orts are able to be transferred to an alternate work site (such as their home o�ce)to complete their duties.

This plan does not cover the following types of incidents:
1. Incidents that a�ect customers or partners but have no e�ect on Puzzl’s systems. In thiscase, the customer must employ their own continuity processes to make sure that they cancontinue to interact with Puzzl systems.
2. Incidents that a�ect cloud infrastructure suppliers at the core infrastructure level, includingbut not limited to Google, Slack, and Amazon Web Services. The organization depends onsuch suppliers to employ their own continuity processes.

Noti�cation List
In the event of a disaster, notify these people in order:
• Pranab Krishnan: CTO; pranab@joinpuzzl.com; 703-347-4574
• Kirti Shenoy: CEO; kirti@joinpuzzl.com; 845-633-1211
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Disaster Recovery Objectives
The objectives of this plan are the following:
• Identify the activities, resources, and procedures needed to carry out Puzzl’s processingrequirements during prolonged interruptions to normal operations.
• Identify and de�ne the impact of interruptions to Puzzl’s systems.
• Assign responsibilities to designated personnel and provide guidance for recovering Puzzloperations during prolonged periods of interruption to normal operations.
• Ensure coordination with other Puzzl sta� who will participate in the contingency planningstrategies.
• Ensure coordination with external points of contact and vendors who will participate in thecontingency planning strategies. Please see Puzzl’s critical contacts on Puzzl’s BusinessContinuity Plan.

De�ning Critical Systems and Services
From a disaster recovery perspective, Puzzl de�nes two categories of systems:
Non-Critical Systems. These are all systems not considered critical by the de�nition below. Thesesystems, while they may a�ect the performance and overall security of Critical Systems, do notprevent Critical Systems from functioning and being accessed appropriately. Non-Critical Systemsare restored at a lower priority than Critical Systems. Examples of Non-Critical Systems includeanalytics servers.
Critical Systems. These systems host application servers and database servers or are required forthe functioning of systems that host application servers and database servers. These systems, ifunavailable, a�ect the integrity of data and must be restored, or have a process begun to restorethem, immediately upon becoming unavailable.
The following services and technologies are considered to be critical for Puzzl business operations,and must immediately be restored (in priority order):
1. Production infrastructure
2. Transit infrastructure
3. Build and deployment infrastructure

General Disaster Recovery Plan
While speci�c playbooks are available for speci�c scenarios, there are overall rules of engagementwhenever a disaster incident needs to be opened.

Noti�cation Phase
This phase addresses the initial actions taken to detect and assess damage in�icted by a disruptionto Puzzl. The noti�cation sequence is listed below:
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1. The �rst person to report the disaster should notify Pranab Krishnan: CTO; pranab@joinpuzzl.com;703-347-4574.
2. Pranab Krishnan: CTO; pranab@joinpuzzl.com; 703-347-4574 is to notify team membersreferenced above in the Noti�cation List section.
3. Based on the damage assessment, if Puzzl will be unavailable to customers for more than48 hours Pranab Krishnan: CTO; pranab@joinpuzzl.com; 703-347-4574 will declare that adisaster has occurred and that the Disaster Recovery Procedure has been activated. PranabKrishnan: CTO; pranab@joinpuzzl.com; 703-347-4574 also has the discretion to activate theDisaster Recovery Procedure based on other criteria.
4. In the event customer data has been compromised, customers must be noti�ed no later thanSeven days after the incident is reported.
5. Once the Disaster Recovery Procedure has been activated, Pranab Krishnan: CTO;pranab@joinpuzzl.com; 703-347-4574 should notify relevant personnel and executiveleadership on the general status of the incident. Noti�cation can be conducted over chat,email or phone. Pranab Krishnan: CTO; pranab@joinpuzzl.com; 703-347-4574 may alsonotify the Puzzl operations team if the disaster involves the Puzzl premises or is related toPuzzl employees.
6. If the Disaster Recovery Procedure has not been activated, the Recovery and Reconstitutionphases will not be performed. Instead, Pranab Krishnan: CTO; pranab@joinpuzzl.com; 703-347-4574 and necessary team members will perform all appropriate tasks under Puzzl’sIncident Response Plan.
7. Either Pranab Krishnan: CTO; pranab@joinpuzzl.com; 703-347-4574 or someone he or sheselects will document who was contacted and when, and will summarize each call.

Recovery Phase
This phase covers the recovery of the application at an alternate site. If the disaster involves bothCritical Systems and Non-Critical Systems, the Puzzl CEO may prioritize the recovery of CriticalSystems and proceed to the Reconstitution Phase for the Critical Systems before Non-CriticalSystems have completed the Recovery Phase. This phase consists of the following tasks, some ofwhich can be run in parallel:
1. Assess damage to a�ected environments, prioritizing critical systems �rst. Document obser-vations.
2. If possible, back up the a�ected environments in a forensically sound manner. Do not altera�ected systems and applications in any manner.
3. Verify that previous backups of critical databases and systems recovery points are availablebefore moving on to the Reconstitution Phase.

Reconstitution Phase
This phase consists of activities necessary for restoring Puzzl operations to the original operatingstate (or permanently move operations to the new site or state, if necessary). If the disaster involvesboth Critical Systems and Non-Critical Systems, the Puzzl CEO may prioritize reconstituting the
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Critical Systems before beginning reconstitution of the Non-Critical Systems. This phase consistsof the following tasks, some of which can be run in parallel:
1. Begin replication of new environment using previously con�rmed backups using automatedand previously tested scripts.
2. Puzzl utilizes multiple availability zones; however, if the primary region is unavailable repli-cated backups should be used to create a production environment in the failover region.
3. Test new environment using pre-written tests.
4. Test logging, security and alerting functionality.
5. Verify that systems are appropriately patched and up to date.
6. Deploy new environment to production.
7. Update DNS to new environment.

Forensics Phase
This phase consists of activities related to �nding out the cause of the disaster, in cases where it isnot immediately apparent. Upon the disaster incident being addressed, with customer data andPuzzl operating infrastructure recovered and restored, it is appropriate to start the Forensics Phase.This phase consists of the following tasks, some of which can be run in parallel:
1. Ensure all logs from all systems, applications and databases involved in the incident havemaintained their integrity in the centralized log repository.
2. If some logs did not reach the central log repository, ensure that missing system, databaseand application logs are retrieved. Pay attention to time keeping and clock settings, so logsfrom di�erent sources can be reconciled.
3. If applicable, transfer data to a log analyzer or test instance.
4. Target network, system, and user action logs for analysis. Analyse all logs manually or withtools, tests, and scripts that have already been previously tested.
5. Document all signi�cant �ndings in the timeline.

Retrospective Phase
A retrospective of an event such as a disaster recovery incident allows for all parties to understandwhat happened in a clear and blame-free manner. A retrospective meeting should occur within 72hours after such an incident has occurred.
1. All relevant parties and system owners should be identi�ed and invited to a retrospectivemeeting.
2. A draft agenda and disaster timeline should be sent to everyone before the retrospectivemeeting.
3. Retrospectives are best facilitated with an unbiased third party who was not involved withworking the incident. The facilitator should ask questions of meeting participants to illuminatethe severity, impact, and any follow-ups.
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4. Document the retrospective meeting.
5. Produce an incident report from the retrospective agenda, timeline, and meeting notes.

Reenactment / Test Phase
Unanticipated disasters are unlikely to have documented steps for resolution. Once an unanticipatedincident concludes, it should be reenacted to analyze and document how to better respond in thefuture. If applicable:
1. Run a simulation of the event, as understood by the retrospective meeting notes, timeline,and report. The simulation can be run with people involved or uninvolved with the disaster.
2. While running the simulation, a pre-assigned note taker should write down ideas to preventand mitigate a similar event.
3. After the reenactment, a new and speci�c disaster recovery procedure should be created.

Last updated: 3/20/2020
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Puzzl Incident Response Plan
This document o�ers guidance for employees or incident responders who believe they havediscovered or are responding to a security incident.

Escalation
• Email support@joinpuzzl.com or message on Slack.
• Include as many speci�cs and details as you can.

Severity
Severity level Description Examples Remediation
Low orMedium Sever-ity

Most issues fall un-der this category.These do not requiresomeone to be pagedor woken up in themiddle of the night.

Suspicious emails, out-ages, strange activity ona laptop
A message with incident details issent to an internal Slack channel,and a ticket is �led in with appropri-ate tags and severity.

High severity These are problemswhere an adversaryor active exploitationhasn’t been provenyet, and an attackmay not have hap-pened, but is likely tohappen.

Backdoors, malware,malicious access ofbusiness data (e.g.passwords, payment in-formation, vulnerabilitydata, etc.)

Email is sent to sup-port@joinpuzzl.com with incidentdetails

Critical sever-ity The attackers weresuccessful, andsomething was lost.
A message with incident details issent to an internal Slack channel us-ing @channel, and a ticket is �led inwith appropriate tags and severity.

Internal Issues
When the malicious actor is an employee, contractor, vendor, or partner, please contact the CTOdirectly. Do not discuss the issue with other employees.

Compromised Communications
If there are IT communication risks (i.e. company phones, laptops, email accounts, etc. arecompromised) the team will announce an out-of-band communication tool within the o�ce.

Response Steps
For critical issues, the response teamwill follow an iterative response process designed to investigate,contain the exploitation, remediate the vulnerability, and write post mortem and lessons learned
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documents.
1. The CTO should determine if a lawyer should be involved with attorney-client privilege
2. A “War Room” will be designated
3. The following meeting will take place at regular intervals, starting with twice per day, untilthe incident is resolved

Response Meeting – Agenda
• Update the Breach Timeline with all known data related to the incident. The timeline shoulddetail what you’re sure the attacker did at what times.
• Review new Indicators of Compromise with the entire group. Indicators of Compromise areanything you know belongs to the attacker: an IP address that sent data, a compromisedaccount, a malicious �le used to spearphish, etc.
• Add new data (knowns and unknowns) to the Investigative Q&A, which is a list of questionsto which, if you had answers, you’d understand everything the attacker did.
• Update the list of Emergency Mitigations: passwords to be reset, laptops to be wiped, IPs tobe banned, etc.
• Long Term Mitigations (including Root Cause Analysis): record everything you’ll start doingso this crisis doesn’t happen again.
• Everything Else: communications, legal issues, blog posts, status pages, etc.

Response Team Members
Pranab Krishnan, 703-347-4574 Kirti Shenoy, 845-633-1211
Required Retrospective
All incidents classi�ed as “High” or above require a retrospective meeting and a “lessons learned”document.
Follow-ups must be completed
All incidents classi�ed as “High” or above require follow-ups to be tasked in a task tracker andcompleted within a pre-de�ned time period.
Disciplinary Action
Employees who violate this policy may face disciplinary consequences in proportion to their violation.Puzzl management will determine how serious an employee’s o�ense is and take the appropriateaction.
Responsibility
The CTO is responsible for ensuring this policy is followed.
Last updated: 5/25/2020
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Puzzl Information Security Policy
Puzzl Security Team
The Puzzl Security team is comprised of Puzzl’s following sta�:
Pranab Krishnan, CTO Kirti Shenoy, CEO
The team is responsible for carrying out all security policies and procedures. The team has a directline to the CEO and can communicate with the CEO whenever they need to.

Security O�cer Role
Pranab Krishnan is the Security O�cer. With that title, Pranab Krishnan is responsible for creatingand enforcing security policies and procedures; leading the monitoring, vulnerability management,and incident detection and response initiatives; and tracking and reducing risk organization-wide.

People Operations Security
Security Awareness Training
Puzzl employees and contractors are provided training on the company’s security policies andprocedures during their �rst 30 days of employment and annually thereafter. All Puzzl personnel arethen required to acknowledge, electronically, that they have the attended training and understandthe security policy.

Security Coding Training
Puzzl employees and contractors in developer roles are provided with SDLC / Secure Coding trainingduring their �rst 30 days of employment and annually thereafter. Software developers are trained insecure coding techniques, including how to avoid common coding vulnerabilities. All such personnelare then required to acknowledge, electronically, that they have attended and understand SDLCtraining and OWASP Top Ten common coding vulnerabilities.

Acceptable Use Policy
Puzzl’s Acceptable Use Policy covers employee responsibilities and behavior for using Puzzl systems,including devices, email, internal tools, and social media. Puzzl employees must acknowledge inwriting that they’ve read and will abide by the Acceptable Use Policy.
All of Puzzl’s security policies, including the Acceptable Use Policy, are presented to new employeesduring onboarding, and all employees are required to sign o� that they have read all such policies.
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Remote Work
Puzzl employees who work remotely must follow these rules:
• All company-provided equipment and any equipment used to perform work must remain inthe presence of the Puzzl employee or be securely stored.
• VPN must be used for all connections with production infrastructure.
• All of Puzzl’s data encryption, protection standards and settings must be followed for company-provided equipment and any equipment used to perform work.
• The con�dentiality, security and privacy of Puzzl’s customers must be preserved by ensuringthat no unauthorized individuals may view, overhear, or otherwise have access to Puzzl’scustomer data.
– To enforce, all Puzzl employees are required to use screen protectors or be consciousof “shoulder sur�ng” when working in public places like a co�ee shop or airport. Puzzlemployees are further required not to teleconference with customers in public areas.

• All remote work must be performed in a manner consistent with Puzzl’s security policies.

Disciplinary Action
Employees who violate any Information Security policies may face disciplinary consequences inproportion to their violation. Puzzl management will determine how serious an employee’s o�enseis and take the appropriate action:
• For minor violations, employees may only receive verbal reprimands.
• For more serious violations, employees may face severe disciplinary actions up to and includingtermination.

Responsibility
The CEO is responsible for ensuring all Information Security policies are followed.
Last updated: 3/20/2020
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Puzzl Password Policy
Puzzl’s Password Policy describes how employees should generate, store, and retrieve their pass-words for cloud services they use on behalf of the company or personally.

Password Generation
Puzzl employees must use complex passwords, where possible, for all of their accounts that haveaccess to Puzzl data.
“Complex” passwords have at least one uppercase letter, one lowercase letter, one number, andone non-alphanumeric character, and are at least 10 characters long.
All generated passwords for Puzzl users and system accounts must be unique. Puzzl employees maynot reuse passwords that are or were used elsewhere, e..g passwords used for personal accounts.A common way attackers obtain access to corporate resources is by using employees’ personalpasswords that were obtained in breaches of other services.
When creating end user passwords for the �rst time and/or during a password reset, the CEO mustalso force the end user to change their password upon logging in for the �rst time.
Puzzl employees must always use two-factor authentication for all accounts that have access toPuzzl data.

Password Requirements from Services
The services that Puzzl uses to provide its o�ering also enforce password rules, which all users(including Puzzl employees) must follow.

Managing and Storing Passwords
Puzzl employees are required to use LastPass to manage their passwords and generate su�cientlycomplex passwords.
All Puzzl system and user passwords must be encrypted when stored at rest within an applicationor database.
All Puzzl system and user passwords must be encrypted during transmission.
Under no circumstances should Puzzl employees share their account passwords with anyone,including other Puzzl employees.

Disciplinary Action
Employees who violate this policy may face disciplinary consequences in proportion to their violation.Puzzl management will determine how serious an employee’s o�ense is and take the appropriateaction:
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• For minor violations, employees may only receive verbal reprimands.
• For more serious violations (e.g. a security incident or breach caused by reuse of personalpasswords), employees may face severe disciplinary actions up to and including termination.

Responsibility
The CEO is responsible for ensuring this policy is followed.
Last updated: 3/20/2020
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Puzzl Physical Security Policy
Puzzl’s Physical Security Policy describes how sta� should permit access to and secure the Puzzlo�ce.

Physical O�ce Access
Physical access to Puzzl’s o�ce is restricted using badges for which only Puzzl employees andbuilding sta� have keys.
• Puzzl’s o�ce remains locked throughout the entire day.
• Puzzl’s o�ce is an open space concept for collaborative reasons.
• Puzzl reviews key and badge access quarterly to ensure keys and badges are accounted for.
• Employees must immediately report lost or stolen badges to a speci�c or team. The securityteam is responsible for deactivating lost badges or re-issuing keys as necessary.
• All physical and logical access is revoked upon termination of Puzzl employees. It is theSecurity team’s responsibility to collect keys, badges, company equipment, and any otherrelevant property from departing employees.

Security Alarms
Puzzl’s o�ce building has security alarms.

Security Surveillance
Puzzl’s o�ce building has security cameras. Puzzl has an agreement in place with buildingmanagement to access camera footage in the event that it is needed.

Fire Alarms
Fire detectors are installed according to applicable laws and regulations.

Visitor Access Policy
Puzzl employees may invite visitors to the o�ce for business reasons or during pre-speci�edtimes, for social reasons. Puzzl sta� must escort and supervise their visitors at all times and areresponsible for the visitors’ behavior while they are in the o�ce.
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Visitor Sign-In Policy
Visitors are required to sign in. Visitors announce themselves to front desk sta�, who have thevisitor sign into the visitor sign-in system. Front desk sta� have visitors wait in the lobby whilethe host is noti�ed that their visitor has arrived. Hosts are required to collect their visitor andescort them throughout the visit.
Visitors who misbehave (e.g. engage in hate speech, cause disruption, steal property, or takepictures of con�dential data) will be asked to leave.

Unauthorized Visitors
Puzzl employees who spot unauthorized visitors should either ask the unauthorized person to leaveor refer the issue to management.

Contractors and Service Vendors
Contractors, suppliers and service vendors, e.g. IT technicians, may enter Puzzl’s o�ce to completetheir job duties. The visitors’ hosts are responsible for providing contractors and vendors withappropriate identi�cation and direction while on Puzzl’s premises.

Deliveries
Anyone who delivers orders, mail, or packages for employees should remain at the building’sreception or gate.
Large deliveries (e.g. supplies) should be delivered to designated spaces (e.g. store rooms).

Clean Desk Policy
To limit visitor exposure to sensitive information, Puzzl implements a Clean Desk Policy, intendedto be a set of behaviors all sta� are to adhere to.
• All Puzzl sta� must wipe down whiteboards immediately after use.
• All Puzzl sta� must not leave sensitive written information on any desk surface.
• All Puzzl sta� must insert paper copies with sensitive data into secure paper destructionboxes.

Employee Badges
One method critical to protecting the physical security of Puzzl o�ce space is through the useof badges, which serve as visual identi�cation as well as logical access. Badges give Puzzl sta�the ability to easily and immediately distinguish an individual’s identity and whether or not theybelong in the space.
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• All Puzzl full time employees, on their �rst day of employment, are issued a badge thatidenti�es them as a full time employee.
• All Puzzl contractors, on their �rst day of employment, are issued a badge that identi�esthem as a contractor.
• All Puzzl visitors are issued a sticker badge displaying their name and photograph, whichidenti�es them as visitors requiring an escort.
• Should any Puzzl sta� see a visitor with the appropriate visitor badges without an escort, orvisitors without badges, should challenge the visitor and either reunite with visitors host orbring visitor to the front desk.

Home O�ce
Some Puzzl employees are remote employees. Physical access to company laptops are secured inthe same manner that someone would secure their own home.

Outsourced O�ce Security
Some Puzzl employees are located in an outsourced o�ce. Because o�cemanagement is outsourcedto The Wharton School Open Space; WeWork, the physical security of the o�ce is managed byThe Wharton School Open Space; WeWork for Puzzl. The Wharton School Open Space; WeWorkmanages the following aspects of physical security for Puzzl:
• Security alarms - Puzzl o�ce building has security alarms.
• Security surveillance - Puzzl’s o�ce building has security cameras. Puzzl has an agreementin place with building management to access camera footage in the event that it is needed.
• Fire alarms - Fire detectors are installed according to applicable laws and regulations.

Securing Physical Laptops
All employees are required to secure their physical laptops in the following manner:
• The con�dentiality, security and privacy of Puzzl’s customers must be preserved, by ensuringthat no unauthorized individuals may view, overhear, or otherwise have access to Puzzl’scustomer data.
• To enforce, all Puzzl employees are provided with Privacy Screen Protectors for laptop monitors,and are required to be aware of direct shoulder sur�ng when doing work in a public place suchas a co�ee shop or the airport. Puzzl employees are further required not to teleconferencewith customers in public areas.
• All Puzzl end user devices, such as laptops and cell phones containing access to internal Puzzlresources, must be protected at all times and may not be left unattended.
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Disciplinary Action
Employees who violate this policy may face disciplinary consequences in proportion to their violation.Puzzl management will determine how serious an employee’s o�ense is and take the appropriateaction:
• For minor violations (e.g. bringing in personal visitors without authorization), employees mayonly receive verbal reprimands.
• For more serious violations (e.g. bringing in unauthorized visitors who rob or damage companyproperty), employees may face severe disciplinary actions up to and including termination.

Responsibility
The CEO is responsible for ensuring this policy is followed.
Last updated: 3/20/2020
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Puzzl Responsible Disclosure Policy
Data security is a top priority for Puzzl, and Puzzl believes that working with skilled securityresearchers can identify weaknesses in any technology.
If you believe you’ve found a security vulnerability in Puzzl’s service, please notify us; we will workwith you to resolve the issue promptly.

Disclosure Policy
• If you believe you’ve discovered a potential vulnerability, please let us know by emailing us atsupport@joinpuzzl.com. We will acknowledge your email within �ve business days.
• Provide us with a reasonable amount of time to resolve the issue before disclosing it to thepublic or a third party. We aim to resolve critical issues within 24 hours of disclosure.
• Make a good faith e�ort to avoid violating privacy, destroying data, or interrupting or degradingthe Puzzl service. Please only interact with accounts you own or for which you have explicitpermission from the account holder.

Exclusions
While researching, we’d like you to refrain from:
• Testing https://joinpuzzl.com
• Distributed Denial of Service (DDoS)
• Spamming
• Social engineering or phishing of Puzzl employees or contractors
• Any attacks against Puzzl’s physical property or data centers

Thank you for helping to keep Puzzl and our users safe!

Changes
We may revise these guidelines from time to time. The most current version of the guidelines willbe available at https://joinpuzzl.com/disclosure.

Contact
Puzzl is always open to feedback, questions, and suggestions. If you would like to talk to us, pleasefeel free to email us at founders@joinpuzzl.com.

Disciplinary Action
Employees who violate this policy may face disciplinary consequences in proportion to their violation.Puzzl management will determine how serious an employee’s o�ense is and take the appropriateaction.
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Responsibility
It is the CTO’s responsibility to see this policy is enforced.
Last updated: 5/25/2020
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Puzzl Risk Assessment & Management Program
Puzzl’s Risk Assessment principles, policies, procedures and methodology describes what systemsPuzzl has in place to identify new business and technical risks and how often those risks aremitigated.

Principles
Puzzl is proactive in its approach to risk management, balances the cost of managing risk withanticipated bene�ts, and undertakes contingency planning in the event that critical risks arerealized.
Puzzl has the primary duty to ensure the Security, Availability, and Con�dentiality of criticalsystems and customer data. A duty to ensure a secure, available infrastructure requires Puzzl toidentify and manage risks.
Puzzl believes that e�ective risk management involves:
1. A commitment to the Security, Availability, and Con�dentiality of Puzzl infrastructure andservices from senior management;
2. The involvement, cooperation and insight of all Puzzl sta�;
3. A commitment to initiating risk assessments, starting with discovery and identi�cation ofrisks;
4. A commitment to the thorough analysis of identi�ed risks;
5. A commitment to a strategy for treatment of identi�ed risks;
6. A commitment to communicate all identi�ed risks to the company;
7. A commitment to encourage the reporting of risks and threat vectors from all Puzzl sta�.

Puzzl believes that the following events can trigger a risk assessment to occur:
1. A signi�cant and major change to existing infrastructure, product or business practices;
2. A signi�cant amount of time (e.g. a year) having passed since the last risk assessment.

Risk assessments can be as high level or detailed to a speci�c organizational or technical change asPuzzl stakeholders and technologists see �t.
Risk assessments can be conducted by unbiased and quali�ed parties such as security consultanciesor quali�ed internal sta�.

Scope
This Risk Assessment & Management program and policy applies to all systems and data on thePuzzl network, owned by Puzzl or its customers, or operated on behalf of the organization.
Risk assessments should evaluate infrastructure such as computer infrastructure containing net-works, instances, databases, systems, storage, and services. Puzzl risk assessments will also includean analysis of business practices, procedures, and physical o�ce spaces as needed.
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Risk assessments for vendors are covered under Puzzl’s Vendor Management Program, whichincludes a thorough risk assessment targeted at a vendor’s security, business practices, legalcommitments and insurance postures.

De�nitions
Risk
Risk is the probability that a harmful consequence may result when exposed to a hazard.
Risk is characterized and rated by considering two factors:
1. Probability or likelihood (L) of occurrence; and
2. Consequence (C) of occurrence.

This is expressed as R (risk) = L (likelihood) x C (consequence).

Threat
A potential incident or activity which may be deliberate, accidental, or caused by nature which maycause physical harm to a person or �nancial harm to an organization.

Likelihood
Likelihood is a qualitative description of probability or frequency. The likelihood of occurrenceis a weighted risk factor based on an analysis of the probability that a given threat is capable ofexploiting a given vulnerability (or set of vulnerabilities). The likelihood risk factor combines anestimate of the likelihood that the threat event will be initiated with an estimate of the likelihoodof impact (i.e., the likelihood that the threat event results in adverse impacts).

Consequence
Consequence is the outcome of an event and is a loss, disadvantage, or gain. There are a range ofpossible outcomes associated with an event. Consequence and impact are used interchangeably.The level of impact from a threat event is the magnitude of harm that can be expected to resultfrom the consequences of unauthorized disclosure of information, unauthorized modi�cation ofinformation, unauthorized destruction of information, or loss of information or information systemavailability.

Risk Assessment
A risk assessment is the process of evaluating and comparing a level of risk against predeterminedacceptable levels of risk. It is an examination of all possible risks along with implemented andnon-implemented solutions to reduce, eliminate, or manage the risks.
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Risk Management
Risk management is the application of a management program that addresses organizationaland technical risk. This management program includes identi�cation, analysis, treatment, andmonitoring.

Risk Owner
A risk owner is the person responsible for managing an individual risk. The risk owner is typicallythe person directly responsible for the strategy, activity, or function that relates to that risk.

Risk Assessment & Management Policy
This risk assessment policy speci�es how and when risk assessments will be done and who willbe responsible for conducting risk assessments and implementing solutions to address any riskassessment �ndings.
It is the responsibility of all Puzzl sta� to identify, analyse, evaluate, monitor, and communicaterisks associated with any activity, technology, function, or process within their relevant scope ofresponsibility and authority. Sta� identifying potential risks or vulnerabilities are to report themto internal sta� and/or external third parties.
Overall, the execution, development, and implementation of risk assessments and remediationprograms is the joint responsibility of Puzzl’s CTO and the department or individuals responsible forthe surface area being assessed. All sta� are expected to cooperate fully with any risk assessmentbeing conducted on systems and procedures for which they are responsible. Sta� are furtherexpected to work with the risk assessment project lead in the development of a remediation planfor each risk assessment performed.
• Puzzl performs at least one risk assessment, at a minimum, every three months using quali�edinternal sta� and/or external third parties who have experience performing risk assessments.
• A risk assessment should be done or reviewed on critical systems and applications no lessthan every two years.
• Risk assessments may be used to assess all risks to the organization.
• All sta� involved with a risk assessment must fully cooperate with the risk assessment projectlead in conducting the assessment and developing a remediation strategy.
• Any sta� members or external consultants who perform any Puzzl risk assessments arerequired to be familiar with computer technology and computer security in particular. Therisk assessment project leader should be the security o�cer or a sta� member designated bythe security o�cer to conduct the risk assessment.
• Risk assessment deliverables include a risk assessment report with a risk reduction actionplan to manage or mitigate any unacceptable risks. The action plan may be included withthe risk assessment report, or separately. The action plan will be an plan for implementingadditional controls and solutions to mitigate or manage the risk. The action plan may de�neparticipants and actions to be taken during the implementation of the action plan.
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• The risk assessment process and methodology will be updated as required due to results ofaudits and incidents.
• All identi�ed vulnerabilities will be assessed for impact and criticality. Vulnerabilities must beremediated as soon as possible as mandated by the Puzzl Vulnerability and Patch ManagementProgram.

Risk Assessment Process
Puzzl risk assessment methodology is based o� NIST Special Publication 800-30 Revision 1 - Guide forConducting Risk Assessments.
• Management de�nes the scope of risk assessment and creates the risk assessment team witha point person to guide the process (risk assessment project lead).
• If risk assessment procedures are not de�ned, the team should de�ne them. The proper timeand method of communicating the selected risk treatment options to the a�ected IT andbusiness management should be included.
• Evaluate the system - Determine if the system is critical to the organization’s businessprocesses and determine the data classi�cation and security needs of the data on the sys-tem according to the Puzzl Data Classi�cation Policy, considering Security, Availability, andCon�dentiality needs.
• List the threats - List possible threat sources such as an exploitation of a vulnerability.
• Identify vulnerabilities.
• Evaluate potential security controls already in place to assess if they adequately address therisk.
• Identify probability of exploitation. Additional security controls may need to be in place beforethe probability of exploitation is lowered.
• Quantify damage (impact) - Categorize the damage and possibly place a dollar amount onthe damage where possible. This will help when looking at cost of controls to reduce the risk.
• Determine risk level - Use likelihood times impact to quantify the amount of risk.
• Evaluate and recommend controls to reduce or eliminate risk - Identify existing controls andthose that may further reduce probabilities or mitigate speci�c vulnerabilities. List speci�cthreats and vulnerabilities for the system to help identify mitigating controls.
• Create the risk assessment report.
• Communicate the selected risk treatment options to the a�ected IT and business managementand sta�.
• Take recommended risk mitigation actions. Record such actions as changes per the PuzzlChange Management program.
• Monitor the e�ectiveness of the risk mitigation actions and document the results.
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Risk Mitigation Standards
Acceptable Risks
When the probability of threat materialization times maximum damage amount is less than $1000annually, the risk is acceptable. For higher amounts, on a yearly basis, acceptance of the risk willdepend on the cost of implementing measures to reduce the risk. If the risk cannot be reducedand the amount per year is greater than $50,000, the risk should be transferred by purchasinginsurance.

Risk Mitigation
Options for mitigating risk shall include the following possibilities:
• Reducing the chance of an occurrence of an event
• Reducing the damage due to occurrence
• Avoiding the risk
• Transferring the risk by taking an action such as purchasing insurance

Some guidelines and standards applicable to Puzzl:
• Costs of implementing each control are considered and compared to the bene�ts, pecuniaryand non-pecuniary, of implementing each control.
• Cost and bene�t analysis is done to evaluate proposed controls versus risks. When thecontrols are evaluated, the bene�ts, costs, and cost savings of applying the controls bothindividually and in combination should be determined. Performance measures for determiningthe e�ectiveness of the new controls are created.
• Risks shall be ranked, and controls are selected, and a plan created to implement the controls.Responsibilities for implementing the controls are determined and communicated. Budgetingand schedules are set and the expected outcomes from mitigating the risks with the controlsare documented. Residual risk after full implementation is considered.
• Decisions regarding residual risk are made. Speci�cally, whether to accept the risk, transferthe risk, or take other action, including adding additional controls.
• Safeguard options for addressing high risk scenarios must be considered and utilized appropri-ately while the extent of risk reduction and bene�ts are considered. Cost and bene�t analysisis done to evaluate safeguard options.
• If the cost of safeguard options or recommended risk controls is greater than the availablebudget, the options and controls are prioritized to reduce as much risk as possible within thebudget.
• When the risk assessment report is completed, results shall be communicated to the a�ectedIT and business management and sta�.
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Non-Compliance
Since risk assessments are an important part of protecting data and systems for Puzzl, employeesthat purposely violate this policy may be subject to disciplinary action up to and including denialof access, legal penalties, and/or dismissal. Any employee aware of any violation of this policy isrequired to report it to their supervisor or other authorized representative.

Responsibility
The CTO is responsible for communicating detected risks and remediation steps needed to theappropriate sta� for resolution. Those sta� members are then responsible for resolving detectedrisks in a timely manner, guided by the severity of the detected risk.
Last updated: 3/20/2020
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Puzzl System Access & Authorization Control Policy
Each Puzzl employee, contractor, and associate has limited access to Puzzl systems and applications.Access is always provisioned on a minimum-necessary (least-privilege) basis.

Employee Access to Puzzl Systems
Access to Puzzl systems and third party accounts owned by Puzzl will only be granted on aneed-to-use basis, as de�ned by the responsibilities of the position held and the duties of thatposition.
Access control and management is divided into multiple phases of an account lifecycle: creation,privilege management, authorization, password management, audit, and revocation.

Authorization: Role Based Access Control
• In most cases, Puzzl employees are granted access to Puzzl systems according to their roleand/or team.
• The executive team and team managers are jointly responsible for maintaining a list of rolesand associated access scope for team members.
• If a Puzzl employee requires access outside of the standard for their role or team, either theyor their managers may initiate an access request, following the policy outlined in “accessrequests” below.

Creation: Access Requests
• Access requests for Puzzl employees are made by Employees and their managers.
• Access requests should be made to the Puzzl employee or employees who manage the relevantresource(s).
• Those employees will not grant access unless they are satis�ed the additional access isnecessary for the grantee to complete a necessary business task.
• When granting access, employees will ensure grants are scoped to the minimum breadthand duration to complete the relevant business task. Root access will not be granted unlessabsolutely necessary to perform the job function.

In addition, the employee(s) must accept the company’s Acceptable Use Policy before access willbe granted.

Privilege Management
• Puzzl’s COO will determine and maintain appropriate assignment of privilege within Puzzl’sproduction, development and test applications and environments.
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• Puzzl’s COO will determine and maintain appropriate assignment of privilege within Puzzl’sdatabases.
• Puzzl’s COO will determine and maintain appropriate assignment within supporting infras-tructure.

Account Audit
• The responsible team will conduct quarterly audits of accounts, privileges and passwordmanagement, and is required to document �ndings and changes in Jira.

Revocation: Role Changes & Termination
• Managers must notify Puzzl’s COO if an employee has been terminated or changes role.
• In the case of termination, the former employee’s access is required to be revoked within 3days.
• In the case of a role change, the employee’s access should be revised within 3 days afterchanging roles.
• In some cases, access will be revoked as a disciplinary measure for policy violation.

Employee Authentication to Puzzl Systems
Authentication
Each Puzzl employee has a unique user ID and password that identi�es him/her as the user ofa Puzzl IT asset or application. All assets, applications and vetted third party platforms may berequired to have two-factor authentication con�gured.

Password, Key, and Certi�cate Management
As speci�ed in the Acceptable Use Policy and Password Policy, Puzzl employees must use complexpasswords and multi-factor authentication for all Puzzl-related accounts. User passwords mustconform with the restrictions set forward in the Puzzl Password Policy. Please see Acceptable UsePolicy and Password Policy for further details and guidance.
Puzzl’s CTO is responsible for issuing and revoking SSH keys in all environments.
Puzzl’s CTO is responsible for issuing, renewing, and revoking public web and internal SSL certi�-cates.
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Customer Data
Employees that require access to customer data must have an individual account. This account, aswell as actions performed with it, will be subject to additional monitoring at the discretion of themanagement team and subject to applicable regulations and third-party agreements.
At a minimum, employees with access to customer data can expect that their actions in customer-data systems (e.g. an internal admin tool) will be logged, with the logs stored centrally for at leastInde�nitely.

Guest Access to Puzzl Systems
Occasionally, guests will have a legitimate business need for access to the corporate network. Whensuch need is demonstrated, temporary guest access to company systems is permitted. This access,however, must be severely restricted to only those resources that the guest needs at that time,and disabled when the guest’s work is completed.

Guest Wireless Use
Puzzl’s production systems are not accessible directly over wireless channels, and connecting to thecompany guest wireless network should grant no extra privileges or access to company systems.
All employees have access to the networking equipment that is used by the Puzzl o�ce network.It is each employee’s responsibility to ensure that the equipment is not tampered with.

Disciplinary Action
Employees who violate this policy may face disciplinary consequences in proportion to their violation.Puzzl management will determine how serious an employee’s o�ense is and take the appropriateaction:
• For minor violations, employees may only receive verbal reprimands.
• For more serious violations that lead to security incidents, employees may face severe disci-plinary actions up to and including termination.
• Puzzl employees will not be disciplined for surfacing de�ciencies or miscon�gurations thatcontradict this policy.

Responsibility
Each Puzzl employee is responsible for surfacing technical miscon�gurations and de�ciencies tothe COO for immediate resolution.
The COO is responsible for ensuring this policy is followed.
Last updated: 3/20/2020
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Puzzl Vendor Management Policy
Puzzl relies on vendors to perform a range of services, some of which are critical for operations.
Puzzl aims to manage its relationship with vendors and minimize the risk associated with engagingthird parties to perform services. This policy provides a framework for managing the lifecycle ofvendor relationships.

Vendor Risk Assessment
For each potential vendor, conduct an initial risk analysis, assigning the vendor a “low,” “medium,”or “high” rating based on the highest risk level attributable to the contract.

Low Medium High
Business impact Nominal impact,could get alongwithout it. Doesnot connect toany piece of Puzzlinfrastructure.

Signi�cant but non-critical business im-pact
Mission critical

Customer facing? No Indirect Direct
Access to customerdata No access Access to often pub-lic but personally-identi�able informa-tion (e.g. email ad-dresses)

Access to non-public personally-identi�able infor-mation (e.g. emailcontent)
The rating indicates the level of due diligence Puzzl requires for each vendor:
• Low-risk vendors typically require little analysis
• Medium-risk vendors should be evaluated to determine the appropriate level of due diligencerequired
• High-risk vendors require extensive review

Vendor Assessment Process
Risk assessments should be conducted before doing business with a new vendor and revisited whenthe relationship with the vendor changes signi�cantly, including contract renewals. All vendors arerequired to be reassessed annually.
An assessment of the proposed vendor is initiated when a Vendor Sponsor (anyone at Puzzl lookingto do business with a vendor) submits a review request to the CTO.
The Vendor Sponsor may wish to sign a mutual Non-Disclosure Agreement (mNDA) with theproposed vendor. The proposed vendor and the Vendor Sponsor should sign the mNDA before theVendor Sponsor:
• discloses Puzzl information to determine company/vendor �t• accepts a completed Vendor Assessment Questionnaire (VAQ), which contains the vendor’soperating information.
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The Vendor Sponsor should then submit the mNDA (if applicable), VAQ, and other relevant collateralto the CTO for review.
The CTO will complete the review in a timely manner and communicate next steps to the VendorSponsor. All reviews should be documented in meeting notes, for security, legal, and audit.
When the CTO approves the vendor, the Puzzl Vendor Sponsor may move forward with contractnegotiations.
The CTO must provide documented approvals to the Vendor Sponsor.
The Management team may set the vendor up for payment. The Management team will beresponsible for ensuring the CTO documented their signo�.

Vendor Assessment Due Diligence
Due diligence entails making a reasonable inquiry into a vendor’s ability to meet the requirementsfor the proposed service. Puzzl �rst sends the proposed vendor a Vendor Assessment Questionnaire.Once the VAQ is completed, the CTO reviews the responses and either clears the vendor, rejectsthe vendor, or requests further information.
A due diligence review might include further discussions regarding the following topics:
• Regulatory: Can the vendor create regulatory risk for Puzzl?
• Reputation: How might the vendor impact Puzzl’s reputation?
• Financial: Can the vendor impact Puzzl or its customers �nancially?
• Access to customer data: To what extent will the vendor handle sensitive Puzzl data?
• Operational e�ectiveness: Howmight Puzzl be a�ected if the vendor experienced downtime?If the vendor ceased operations suddenly? Are there other potential vendors that Puzzl couldwork with in such cases?
• Compensating controls: Does the vendor o�er multi-factor authentication on its service?Can that be enforced such that all Puzzl users must turn on MFA to use the service?

Vendor Compliance Considerations
If the vendor has a SOC 2, ISO27001/2, or other relevant collateral, it should be collected, reviewedby the CTO, and documented in Puzzl records.

Managing Vendors
Vendor Supervision
Each vendor will be assigned a Vendor Sponsor who will act as a liaison between the vendor andPuzzl.
Vendor List
The CTO maintains a complete list of all vendors, associated risk rankings, the Vendor RelationshipManager, and the date of the most recent evaluation.
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Vendor Con�guration
Multi-factor authentication should be enabled on all accounts for all vendors.

Disciplinary Action
Employees who violate this policy may face disciplinary consequences in proportion to their violation.Puzzl management will determine how serious an employee’s o�ense is and take the appropriateaction:
• For minor violations, employees may only receive verbal reprimands.
• For more serious violations (e.g. onboarding a vendor without appropriate review and duediligence), employees may face severe disciplinary actions up to and including termination.

Responsibility
The Puzzl Vendor Sponsor is responsible for ensuring prospective vendors enter the vendor reviewprocess.
The CTO is responsible for ensuring this policy is followed.
Last updated: 5/25/2020
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Puzzl Vulnerability Management & Patch Program
Puzzl’s Vulnerability Management policies and procedures describe what systems are in place tomonitor for new vulnerabilities, how often vulnerabilities are addressed, and the way in whichthose vulnerabilities are addressed.
On average, 20-30 new vulnerabilities are released into the wild every day. Puzzl’s internalvulnerability monitoring and external vulnerability scanning are in place to keep up with newthreats while validating security controls put in place so that Puzzl’s security posture is maintained.

Vulnerability Management & Patch Policy
• Puzzl performs internal vulnerability scanning and package monitoring on a constant basisusing:
– AWS Inspector, GitHub, and Vanta

• Puzzl performs external vulnerability scanning Once a month using Qualys. The following arethe focus of external vulnerability scanning: Internal company APIs, external web apps.
• The CTO is responsible for communicating detected vulnerabilities and package updatesneeded to the appropriate engineering sta� for resolution. Engineering sta� responsible forvarious infrastructure components are responsible for resolving detected vulnerabilities in atimely manner as de�ned by Puzzl’s timing standards, as de�ned below.

Severity & Timing
Puzzl de�nes the severity of an issue via industry-recognized Common Vulnerability Scoring System(CVSS) scores, which all modern scanning and continuous monitoring systems utilize. The CVSSprovides a way to capture the characteristics of a vulnerability and produce a numerical scorere�ecting its severity. The numerical score can then be translated into a qualitative representation(such as low, medium, high, and critical) to help organizations properly assess and prioritize theirvulnerability management processes.
All vulnerabilities will be addressed within reasonable timelines as de�ned by company proceduralcommitments.
Low Severity - 0.1 - 3.9
Low severity vulnerabilities are likely to have very little impact on the business, perhaps becausethey require local system access.
Medium Severity - 4.0 - 6.9
Medium severity vulnerabilities usually require the same local network or user privileges to beexploited.
High Severity - 7.0 - 8.9
High severity vulnerabilities are typically di�cult to exploit but could result in escalated privileges,signi�cant data loss, and/or downtime.
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Critical Severity - 9.0 - 10.0
Critical severity vulnerabilities likely lead to root level compromise of servers, applications, andother infrastructure components. If a critical vulnerability cannot be addressed within timelines asde�ned, an incident response ticket will be opened, documenting what interim remediation hasbeen made.

Vulnerability & Patch Management Process
1. A new vulnerability or a new patch is detected from the various monitoring and scanningPuzzl has in place.
2. The CTO enters vulnerability details or patch instructions into Puzzl’s change managementsystem, which is Jira, and assigns the ticket to the appropriate team member to address.
3. The ticket assignee follows the change management process to implement the necessarychange to apply the patch or address the new vulnerability.
4. The ticket is updated with results from the applied change, detailing any exceptions into thePuzzl risk register.
5. The CTO checks the source from which the vulnerability originated to ensure that the changeperformed has addressed the vulnerability detected. The ticket is updated with the results,and closed out.

Exceptions
Any exception to the policy must be approved by the CTO in advance, and placed on the risk registerfor monitoring and periodic review.

Non-Compliance
An employee found to have violated this policy may be subject to disciplinary action, up to andincluding employment termination.

Responsibility
It is the CTO’s responsibility to ensure this policy is followed.
Reviewing vulnerability scans and continuous monitoring �ndings, and dividing up resolution tasks,are the responsibility of the CTO.
All engineers and developers are responsible for investigating and resolving vulnerabilities assignedto them via patching and con�guration changes, as they are assigned.
Last updated: 5/25/2020
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